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1. INTRODUCTION
The Yelp Dataset challenge invites participants to explore

datasets made available by Yelp in order to explore innova-
tive ways of using this data. Yelp has made these datasets
available in the hopes of finding insight and correlations
within the data that can be used to help the business model
grow. The main motivation of our project is to enrich the
user experience by: (1) tagging the photos based on contex-
tual information, and (2) automatically enhancing a review
by adding suggested images.

To accomplish this, we will use the datasets made available
by Yelp for their academic dataset challenge. In particular,
we will use the business, review and photo datasets. From
the business dataset, we will use the “business id”, “name”,
and “categories” columns. From the review dataset, we will
use the “business id” and “text” columns. Finally, from the
photo dataset we will use the“business id”, “photo id”, “cap-
tion” and “label”. The “business id” will be used as a key
between the three databases. For this project we will only
focus in restaurants.

2. PHOTO TAGGING
The photo dataset includes a label and caption for each

of the images. Yelp labels each picture by classifying it into
one of several categories: food, inside, outside, drink, and
menu. The caption is text introduced by the user which
usually describes what the picture represents. However, an
analysis of the dataset shows that not all of the captions are
accurate and that not all of the pictures have captions. The
importance of the captions is that they allow the user to
relate visual and textual information, increasing the quality
of the information.

2.1 Proposed Solution
We propose a context-aware tagging system, which will

use several data mining and machine learning algorithms
to tag each image appropriately. The system will cluster
the available images based on similarity, assuming similar
pictures should have similar tags. To cluster the images we
will probably use some coarse algorithm such as k-means,
and improve the results using machine learning.

In order to reduce the search space, we will use context
information such as the categories and the labels assigned
by Yelp, filtering out completely unrelated images.

To assign the tags, for each cluster we will analyze the
captions available and we will identify the frequent terms
or expressions. These expressions will be the tags. The
user will have an interface that shows the current tags of an

image, shown in Figure 1, with the ability to add or remove
tags. The tags will be stored in a new field in the photo
dataset.

Figure 1: Photo tagging interface prototype

3. IMAGE SUGGESTIONS FOR REVIEWS
The reviews shown in Yelp are generally very relevant

when a user decides to visit a place or not. Good quality
reviews describe the user experience in detail, highlighting
the good and the bad points of the business. Some reviewers
increase the quality of their review by adding images that
support their claims.

The datasets provided by Yelp do not show a connection
between a review and their images. Furthermore, most of
the reviews do not have any images. Therefore, we propose
adding a field to the review dataset that links to images that
are related to the review.

3.1 Proposed Solution
For our project we intend to add suggested images to the

reviews by correlating image tags with the review contents.
We can find keywords in the review and check for available
images from the business that contain keywords or their syn-
onyms in the newly created “tags” field. After finding the
most closely related keywords and synonyms present in the
tags we can then suggest images that would be relevant to
the review being read. An example of this is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

4. PREVIOUS WORK



Figure 2: Enhanced review prototype

Wu et al. used machine learning methods to automate
image tagging. In their paper they explore and compare
several different methods to cluster similar images and the
relevant tags. The machine learning algorithm would first
identify the images and categorize them. After that, the
similar images’ tags were compared to tag the images in a
better way. Therefore we researched more about each part
of their methodology: Image similarity, object recognition
and synonym extraction [7].

4.1 Image similarity
Measuring image similarity involves the complicated task

of extracting low-level features (such as color, texture, shape,
etc.). Liu surveys several content based image retrieval
(CBIR) systems, which usually use segmentation techniques
in order to identify the different regions within the image.
The closeness between the regions in one image and another
are then measured with metrics such as the Minkowsky dis-
tance or the cosine coefficient. However, the problem with
segmentation techniques, is that they are mostly inefficient
if applied to natural-scene images because they do not have
homogeneous colors and textures [4].

Riu and Huang present some of the most basic similar-
ity measures that exist, including the histogram and RGB
algorithms which focus on the grayscale and color intensi-
ties, respectively, of all the pixels in an image. Another
approach that has been previously explored is that of unsu-
pervised machine learning [5]. This is the approach that we
will probably rely more on for our project. Clustering algo-
rithms are central to unsupervised machine learning. Thus,
we will have to work with techniques such as k-means and
NCut clustering.

4.2 Object recognition
One of the goals we are trying to realize is finding similar

objects in a picture in order to give better related images
and tags. Unlike image similarity, which uses the attributes
of photographs, object recognition is used to extract and
classify objects in pictures. The usage of object recognition
to classify an image has been previously studied by Li [3]
which system finds objects in a photo, and comes up with
a semantic label for them, in order to classify what type of

event is happening in the photo.
A few problems with using object recognition have been

classified as correspondence problems by Berg [2]. Intra-
category variation, occlusion and clutter, and pose changes
of 3D objects can create problems for classifying algorithms.
Considering most photos on Yelp are taken by customers and
not professionals it’s important we keep these problems in
mind when choosing an algorithm. Berg uses geometric blur
in an attempt to fix these problems. This method blurs an
object from different points in its shape and gives an edge
channel that can then be tested for correspondence with
another image [2].

Belongie et al. describe two different classification meth-
ods. The first uses the correspondence and alignment of a
grayscale version of an image. The second relies on a learn-
ing algorithm that has been given enough examples. Be-
longie et al use vector comparisons between images to try
and find similarities between them. It takes the distance
of points in a subset, an image’s shape context, to create a
histogram that it then uses for comparison[1].

4.3 Synonym extraction
There are different techniques used for synonym extrac-

tion.Wang and Hirst explored the extraction of synonyms
and hyponyms using 3 different methods and compared them
to each other. The methods they used were: K-th nearest
neighbor, dictionary graph, exploring patterns in dictionary
definitions (Inverted Index Extraction). The third method
was the most precise in simple environments whereas the
dictionary graph using a machine learning algorithm worked
best under context [6].

5. TENTATIVE SOLUTION PLAN
This project will be divided by using our team’s strength

to maximize our potential and efficiency. Laura and Omar
have experience working with big data so the two of them
will be responsible for the reviews. Roberto and Lucero
have experience working with the analysis of pictures so their
strengths will be maximized there. Rebecca is knowledge-
able with GUI interfaces so she will be responsible for that.
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